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Quality European Laminate Flooring



Underfloor heating
Great for under floor heating
Balterio laminate floors have 3x better 
heat conduction ratings than the 
industry requirement and are 
suitable for use with most under 
floor heating systems.

Strength & durability
Wear-resistant surface layer, HDF Core
• Surface of melamine resin reinforced with aluminium oxide - one of the 

hardest mineral compounds known to man. Able to resist staining, fading, 
surface moisture, scratches, cigarette burns, stiletto marks and general 
wear and tear. 

• Core made from HDF (high density fibreboard), as opposed to the MDF 
core (medium density fibreboard) that many competitors use. HDF is a 
stronger and more stable board, more resistant to punctures from sharp 
objects or sudden pressure and much less likely to swell if in contact with 
water. 

• Balterio laminate flooring is much harder and  
more wear-resistant than real wood  
flooring.

For a more authentic looking floor
Balterio laminate flooring has a very low repeat 
pattern ratio compared to many other laminate 
brands. Patterns are repeated as little as every 
10 boards, ensuring your floor looks as 
authentic as possible.

Why choose Balterio?

Quality product made in Belgium
Balterio laminate flooring is made in Belgium 
and is a well established brand worldwide. The 
Balterio R&D team follow the latest flooring 
trends globally and use advanced technologies 
to replicate the look of real wood floors. 

Low maintenance
Quick and easy to clean
Simply vacuum and give your floor a light mop 
with slightly damp pad using an approved lami-
nate floor cleaner, and your Balterio laminate 
floor is sure to keep its lovely appearance for 
years. Please note we do not recommend the 
use of steam mops on this flooring.

Low repeat pattern

Environmentally conscious

For your peace of mind
Balterio offers a lifetime* warranty on integrity 
of the click joint systems. Balterio also offers 
the market both residential and commercial 
warranties. Most competitors only provide 
residential warranties. * max. 33 years

Balterio cares about the environment
 All Balterio laminate floors are PEFC-certified to ensure 
   the preservation of our forests. For each tree that is used  
   in the production process, another one is planted. 
 Balterio laminate floors contain 10 times less formalde 
   hyde than the required European Standards.
 Balterio have an ‘Embrace the future’ program in place,  
   with a focus on increasing the efficiency of their produc- 
   tion process and product innovation while decreasing the  
   use of resources and the impact on ennvironment. 

Easy to install
Unique joint systems
that make installation simple
Balterio laminates must be floated on underlay. 
Balterio’s unique and award-winning locking systems 
ensure that installing your laminate floor is a breeze. 
Watch the installation video at www.balterio.com or 
scan the QR code below for more information.

European style & quality

Long-lasting warranties 
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Why choose Balterio? The Ranges

A fantastic selection of high quality Balterio laminates, made in Belgium

Standard size plank     8mm H  190.5mm W  1.257m L       Micro V-groove 4 sides

Aged-look styles for a character interiorQuattro Vintage

Standard size plank     8mm H  190.5mm W  1.261m L       Micro V-groove 4 sides

Magnitude Classic Oak styles for a timeless interior

Standard size plank     9mm H  240mm W  2.05m L       Parquet Bevel 4V

Water repellent, high definition wide planks

Urban Rustic & worn styles for an industrial-look interior
Standard size plank     8mm H  190.5mm W  1.257m L       Micro V-groove 4 sides
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9mm H  240mm W  2.05m L            Parquet Bevel 4V            2.952m²/pack

FLPL-BAGW-CI
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High definition, water repellent wide planks in a range of classic tones

GRANDE

WATER
REPELLENT

 

VENN OAK

CITADELLE OAK FLPL-BAGW-CI BRIGHT OAK FLPL-BAGW-BR LINNEN OAK FLPL-BAGW-LI CLASSIC OAK FLPL-BAGW-CL

BOURBON OAK FLPL-BAGW-BOSIENNA OAK FLPL-BAGW-SIVENN OAK FLPL-BAGW-VE SEASHELL OAK FLPL-BAGW-SE



GOLDEN CHESTNUT

8mm H  190.5mm W  1.257m L            Micro V-groove 4 sides            2.1551 m²/pack

Quattro Vintage

MONTANA OAK
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Aged-look styles for interior character

SANDSTORM OAK FLPL-BAQV-SA MONTANA OAK FLPL-BAQV-MO GOLDEN CHESTNUT FLPL-BAQV-GO

GUNSMOKE CHESTNUT FLPL-BAQV-GUSHERLOCK OAK FLPL-BAQV-SHSUNSET OAK FLPL-BAQV-SU



Magnitude

8mm H   190.5mm W   1.261m L            Micro V-groove 4 sides            2.162 m²/pack

REFINED OAK
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TITANIUM OAK

Classic Oak styles for a timeless interior

OFF WHITE OAK FLPL-BAMA-OW REFINED OAK FLPL-BAMA-RE TITANIUM OAK FLPL-BAMA-TI

BLACKFIRED OAK FLPL-BAMA-BLSMOKED OAK FLPL-BAMA-SMCOUNTRY OAK FLPL-BAMA-CO



SOHO WOODMIX

8mm H  190.5mm W  1.257m L            Micro V-groove 4 sides            2.1551 m²/pack

MANHATTAN WOODMIX
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Rustic & worn styles for an industrial-look interior

UrbanMagnitude

HARLEM WOODMIX FLPL-BAUR-HA SOHO WOODMIX FLPL-BAUR-SO

MANHATTAN WOODMIX FLPL-BAUR-MABROOKLYN WOODMIX FLPL-BAUR-SO



Distributed in New Zealand by Woodland Lifestyle
+64 9 308 7948 | hello@woodlandlifestyle.com

woodlandlifestyle.com

Cover page: Quattro Vintage ‘Sunset Oak’


